
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

   

 

 

 

 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Fields of application  

Self Tapping Inserts is used throughout the entire metal 

and plastics processing industry. 
 

Automotive industry, passenger and commercial 

vehicles 

Engines, transmissions, wide range of supply parts such 

as side view mirrors, radiators, bumpers etc. 
 

Plant and equipment construction 

Flange joints, construction equipment, oil burners etc. 
 

Household appliance and office machinery production 

Vacuum cleaners, cameras, sun lamps, drills etc. 
 

Electrical and laboratory supplies 

Capacitors, heavy current, radio and telecommunication 

systems, dental technology equipment. 
 

Military applications 

Tanks, aircraft etc. 
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Self Tapping Inserts : 

Self-tapping threaded insert with external and internal thread, 

cu%ng slots or cu%ng bores. A con'nuous process of further 

development has brought about a number of major improvements 

to product characteris'cs.  

With cutting slot is recommended for most application cases. In 

certain materials, this demonstrates a minimal inward springing 

action, so creating a certain screw locking effect. 

With cutting bores was developed for materials with difficult 

cutting properties. This insert has a thick wall and the cutting force 

is distributed over three cutting edges. 

Thin-walled for applications involving special space conditions 

(residual wall thicknesses),and also suitable for driving using a 

thread tapping machine (same internal and external thread pitch). 

With three chip reservoirs. Used primarily wherever no chips may 

be permitted to occur during the tapping process. 
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SELF TAPPING THREADED INSERT 

  

•   

Product features 

• Insert has a large effective shearing surface (E p B), 

so ensuring a higher degree of pull-out strength, 

i.e. M4 is often sufficient instead of a cut M5 thread  
 

• Insert is driven subsequently into the finished work 

piece. This means a higher casting machine output, no 

rejects due to incorrectly cast-in insert components, 

no moulding sand trapped in the thread. 
 

• A pre-cast or pre-drilled retaining hole with normal 

tolerance requirements is sufficient for driving in the 

Insert . The thread is always precisely positioned. 
 

• The work steps required with wire inserts – thread 

tapping, breaking off trunnions etc. as well as costly 

wearing tools (special thread drills, limit plug gauges 

etc.) are not needed with the Inserting system. 
 

• Inserts is insensitive to small areas of shrinkage. 

Inserting system prevents damage caused by torn 

threads. 
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Test methods 

The loading capacity of a thread depends in the 

main on the surface shell of the component 

which is exposed to shearing stress. By selecting 

just the right threaded insert for each application, 

maximum reliability can be achieved. 

 

Using tried and tested, practically oriented test 

methods (see the table ), we provide the designer 

with a set of reliable specifications to ensure 

safe, reliable compliance with any application 

requirement, however unusual. In most cases, 

this can even be achieved using standard 

threaded inserts. 
 

SELF TAPPING THREADED INSERT 

  

Installation recommendation 

Insert should be processed approx. 

0.004 – 0.008 recessed. After pro - 

cessing, Insert can be immediately 

subjected to load. If the  component 

material permits subsidence of the 

Insert under load, Insert can only 

execute an axial movement of 0.004 

to 0.008. In other words, the 

pretension of the screw union is 

largely retained, loosening of the 

screw connection under dynamic 

load is impeded. 

 

Retaining hole 

The retaining hole can be simply 

drilled or already provided for in the 

casting. 

It is generally not necessary to 

countersink the hole. However, we 

do recommend that you take care 

not to warp the work piece surface 

when screwing in the insert. 

Material thickness: 

Length of the insert = smallest 

admissible material thickness M. 

Depth of the blind hole: 

Minimum depth -T see Works 

Borehole diameter: 

Brittle, tough and hard materials call for a larger borehole than soft or elastic 

materials. For guideline values, see the table above. 

Edge distance: 

The smallest still admissible edge 

distance depends on the planned stress level and the elasticity of the 

material into which the Insert is installed. 

Sinking the receiving hole 

For a clean fit of the Insert flush with the surface, the following injection or 

pressed hole form is recommended: Chamfer soft to medium-hard plastics to 

60°. For hard and brittle plastics: Preinject or pre-press with N = E + 0.008 to 

0.016. Sinking depth X ≥ pitch of the Insert male thread. 

 


